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Solid Modeling: Architectures, Mathematics, and Algorithms 

Course Abstract 

In this course we will study issues involved in the design and construction of 
contempory solid modeling systems. It is impossible in one day to provide 
sufficient material so that one could go out and design such a system from scratch, 
so our goal is to present a framework in which to understand the basic design and 
architectural considerations. We begin with a brief review of peninent background 
concepts and an overview of the assumed overall modeling environment. We then 
present relevant high-level architectural considerations with an emphasis on dual 
representation (CSG-BRep) solid modeling systems. The imponance of a boundary 
evaluation algorithm in such environments will be introduced, and an approach to 
such an algorithm described. This will lead to the need for robust curve and surface 
representations and intersection algorithms, descriptions of which will follow. The 
imponance of efficient and comprehensive representation schemes for Boundary 
Representations will also be apparent, so contemporary approaches will be 
presented next. Finally we examine the imponant topic of Features in modeling 
systems. Applications of features, feature recognition, and designing with features 
will be considered. -
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